
Chandler Limited RS124 母带压缩器

产品名称 Chandler Limited RS124 母带压缩器

公司名称 北京麦田中旺数码科技有限公司

价格 23600.00/台

规格参数 品牌:Chandler Limited RS124
型号:Chandler Limited RS124
货期:4到6周

公司地址 北京市朝阳区百子湾路16号百子园5号楼A单元70
7室

联系电话  18600607968

产品详情

qq:1480362713   tel:18600607968   项目经理：博乐

供应销售chandler limited全线产品！ 录音棚系统集成！

the exceedingly rare abbey road rs124, in your rack

the chandler limited rs124 packs three legendary abbey road rs124 compressors into one chassis. over the decades
since the abbey road rs124 graced beatles' recordings, there were attempts to re-create the hardware from sketchy
information; none of these efforts fully realized the elusive musical soul of the original emi unit. schematics relayed
only so much of the design. so chandler turned to historic units provided by abbey road, as well as handwritten
modification memos that would prove essential in understanding the essence of the beast. they succeeded! the
chandler limited rs124 nails the behavior and sonics of the original - which peter cobbin, abbey road's director of
engineering, describes as "pure cream being drizzled slowly into and over a mix."   chandler limited rs124
compressor at a glance:

put a legendary compressor in your rack what the rs124 can do for you your sonic obsession: chandler's mission  
put a legendary compressor in your rack

the abbey road rs124 is a holy-grail compressor. it has a lovely, colorful sound, and a colorful back story. in the late
1950s, emi procured several altec 436b tube compressors for their london studios. in 1960, emi engineers modified
them so heavily (and as they were never used outside of abbey road), they felt comfortable re-naming them, and thus,
the rs124 was born. imagine getting your hands on the compressor that was used on virtually every beatles recording
made at abbey road studios! the rs124 lives on, courtesy of chandler limited. the chandler limited rs124 sounds
incredible - and like no other compressor you've ever used.   what the rs124 can do for you

the rs124's smooth, creamy sonic character and transient-taming prowess comes without a hint of muffling during



heavy compression. once you use the chandler limited rs124, you'll find out what abbey road engineers quickly
realized: this is an indispensable tool for tracking, bus compression, mixing, and mastering. along with original input,
output, and recovery (release) controls and the unique hold setting, the chandler limited rs124 ups the ante with
modern features like adjustable attack, selectable output impedance, and the cutting-edge superfuse. google up some
photos of abbey road studios in the 1960s. you will see an rs124 in just about every control room. wouldn't it be great
to have one (or two) in yours?

your sonic obsession: chandler's mission

recording engineers are always looking for fresh tonal colors when tracking, mixing, and mastering - it's an obsession.
chandler limited feeds this addiction with their innovative take on the technologies of the past. they start with
painstaking component selection. every parts list reads like a 50-year-old document. take it from sweetwater - they just
don't build 'em this way anymore. hand-wired and assembled in their shell rock, iowa, factory, chandler limited
hardware utilizes only the highest-quality tubes and components, 100% discrete-transistor circuitry, and specially
wound transformers. aside from the fact that you'll have this gear forever, the weapons-grade build quality is a means
to an end - the sound. glorious, fat, supremely musical sound, with amazing headroom.   chandler limited rs124
compressor features:

a spot-on re-creation of the legendary abbey road rs124 optimized for use in modern studio environments versatile
design with multiple sonic personalities variable input and output attenuation controls attack: selectable, stepped (9
settings) recovery: selectable, stepped (6 settings, plus hold) 2u steel rackmount chassis xlr input and output,
transformer-balanced (custom-wound) output impedance: 200/600 ohms, switchable superfuse (switchable mode)
hand-wired and assembled in chandler's shell rock, iowa, factory   fortify your rack with the chandler limited rs124!

tech specs

type

tube compressor (1 x 6bc8, 1 x 6cg7, 1 x 6al5)

number of channels

1

controls

input, attack, recovery (release), output

inputs

1 x xlr

outputs

1 x xlr, 1 x 1/4" trs (stereo linking)

rack spaces

2u

manufacturer part number



rs124  
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